Motivated by Thermal Catastrophe Model (TCM) of Goertz and Smith (1989), we turn attention to ultralow frequency CULF) waves in the lobes, where waves are usually of relatively low amplitude. Remarkably little attention has been paid to characterizing the lobe spectra and the relation of lobe wave power to geophysical processes. In this paper we examine ULF waves (0.26 to 5 mHz or 3.2-to 64-rain periods) in the Earth's magnetotail lobe region (-10 • Xasst •< -23 RE) using data from the ISEE 2 flux gate magnetometer. The studies used all the tail data from the year 1978. Data from the ISEE 2 Fast Plasma Experiment (FPE) enabled us to exclude from the analysis all intervals not in the tail lobe region. The relation between the substorm activity, characterized by the AE index, and the wave power is also described. We find that the wave amplitudes at periods of -,,3 to 16 rain (-,,1 to 5 mHz) are below 0.8 nT for the transverse magnetic field components and below 0.6 nT for the compressional components -,,90% of the time. The amplitudes of lower frequency waves are somewhat larger. For waves with periods 16 to 64 rain (,-,0.26 to 1 mHz) the amplitudes are below 1 nT for both the compressional and transverse components ,-,90% of the time. The wave amplitudes and the AE index, which characterizes substorm activity, are weakly correlated, the correlation coefficients being ,-,0.55 and -,,0.35, for the compressional and transverse components respectively. The correlation coefficients between the transverse wave amplitudes and the AE index change little when AE is taken for 1 hour prior to or subsequent to the hour in which the wave amplitude is measured. For the compressional component the correlation coefficient remains unchanged when AE is measured for the subsequent or simultaneous hour but decreases when AE is taken for the previous hour. A primarily statistical study of frequency-weighted power of ULF waves at frequencies of 1 to 5 mHz is provided. The probability is 50% (5%) of observing frequency-weighted power for the frequency range 1 to 5 mHz in excess of 10 -4 nT 2 Hz (10 -3 nT 2 Hz). Three extended intervals in the lobe were selected for case studies. The largest wave amplitude we observed was about 5 nT which occurred when the AE index was higher than 1500 nT. The period corresponding to the largest wave amplitudes was -,,35 rain (-,,0.48 mHz). Power spectra from three different substorm intervals are provided as examples of wave activity in the lobes. The power spectral density of all corrq>onents falls off as f-2 or faster.
INTRODUCTION
Ultralow frequency (ULF) magnetohydrodynamic waves have been characterized by statistical studies of spacecraft data in many parts of the magnetosphere [Hughes et al., 1979 ; Takahashi and McPherron, 1982; Takahashi et al., 1985; Higuchi and Kokubun, 1988; Anderson et al., 1990] . Waves with periods of the order of 1 min or longer are of particular interest because they couple flows and convey energy and momentum over vast distances. At quiet times, such waves can provide diagnostics of plasma conditions because they behave like normal modes with quasi-sinusoidal variations and slow decay. Although these waves can be important both dynamically and diagnostically, remarkably little is known about their characteristics in the outer magnetosphere (see, however, Hedgecock [1976] and Zhu and Kivelson [1990] ).
In the magnetotail, in particular, no systematic surveys exist. The magnetotail is important to energy transport between the solar wind and the inner magnetosphere. Waves can heat particles within some of the transitional regions such as the plasma mantle which lies just within the magnetopause or the plasma sheet boundary layer which separates the lobe and the plasma sheet. The streaming particles in the plasma sheet boundary layer and the central plasma sheet [Lui et al., 1983;  Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/91/91JA-01422505.00 Eastman et al., 1984; Baumjohann et al., 1990] have been suggested as possible signs that wave heating occurs [Smith et al., 1986] . ULF waves in the Earth's magnetotail region can be generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the magnetopause or in the plasma mantle [Chen and Hasegawa, 1974; Southwood, 1974; Pu and Kivelson, 1983; 1986], by plasma sheet thinning followed by expansion during substorms when the field direction changes from taillike to dipolelike [Behannon, 1970 Observations within the magnetotail of magnetic fluctuations or noise in the ULF band have been reported by Mihalov et al. [1970] , Hru•ka and Hru•kovd [1970] , Russell [1971b, 1972], and McPherron et al. [ 1972] . Russell [1972] provided broadband wave spectra of the tail region that showed low wave power in the lobes compared with power in the plasma sheet. These previous observations were based on magnetic field data from spacecraft, but no particle data were used to define the plasma regime in which the spacecraft measurements were made. Basically, they all concluded that the ULF wave power in the lobes is low. However, in the absence of plasma data it difficult to identify intervals in the lobes unambiguously from magnetic data alone, so the wave power in the lobes may have been underestimated. Recently, Smith et al. [1986] and Goertz and Smith [1989] argued that the ULF waves generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instabilities in the plasma mantle can propagate through the lobes into the plasma sheet, providing a heating mechanism for plasma sheet plasma. They use this mechanism to provide some of the energy required to initiate substorm activity. Their substorm model is referred to as the thermal catastrophe model (henceforth, TCM). The wave frequency band that Goertz and Smith [ 1989] mention as relevant to the substorm related heating is 1 to 5 mHz corresponding to ~3-to 16-min period. The wave amplitudes required are ~1 to 3 nT. TCM has led to great interest in determining whether K-H generated waves propagating through the lobes can contribute significant energy for substorms.
The plasma sheet is dynamic, and in characterizing wave power from magnetometer measurements it is critically important to distinguish lobe intervals from intervals in the plasma sheet, the plasma mantle, or the magnetosheath because amplitudes can change greatly as waves propagate into different plasma regimes. In order to be certain that field data are actually measured in the lobe the plasma properties must be known. In this investigation we identified the lobe by using measurements of ion number density, energy density, and ion bulk velocity. We used these particle data to characterize the lobe plasma which is quite different from plasma in other regions, for example, the plasma sheet, the plasma mantle, the boundary layers, or the solar wind.
After selecting the lobe data we calculated the ULF wave power in the frequency band ~0.26 to 5 mHz. We chose this frequency interval so that we could investigate the waves that were mentioned as relevant to the TCM in the initial discussions of Smith et al. [1986] and Goertz and Smith [1989] (~ 1 to 5 mHz) and so that we could also investigate the longer period waves (periods of ~35 min or frequency of ~0.48 mI-Iz) that we found to be present during intervals of substorm activity. The upper frequency cutoff is particularly convenient because the ISEE magnetometer data that we analyze are routinely provided at 1-min resolution giving a Nyquist frequency of ~8.3 mHz. The upper limit of the wave frequency is below the Nyquist frequency, so there is no significant effect of frequency aliasing in the power spectra we obtain. In this paper we characterize the properties of these waves in the lobes and we relate their presence statistically to substorm activity as quantified by the AE index.
]NSTR•ATION
Magnetic field data were obtained from the flux gate magnetometer [Russell, 1978] , into an elliptical orbit with an apogee of 23 RE and an orbital period of 57 hours. The apogee was in the tail region during March and April; the inclination was ~27 ø during the first few years which provided a good opportunity to obtain data at relatively large distances from the neutral sheet. We use the auroral electrojet (AE) index to characterize substorm activity. One-minute resolution of the AE index and the FPE moments are used throughout paper.
The magnetometer was located at the end of a boom 2 m from the surface of the spacecraft and had two controllable ranges, 4-8192 nT and 4-256 nT [Russell, 1978] . The lower range was used when ISEE 2 was in weak magnetic field regions, such as the magnetotail, and the range of accuracy could be up to 4-0.008 nT. At the lowest sampling rate, 4 samples/s, the noise level was 2.5 x 10 -• nT 2 / I-Iz in the lower range. At the higher rate, 32 samples/s, it was 6.4x 10 -7 nT • / Hz. In our study, the frequencies of interest are mHz and the integrated wave power we found in the 1-5 mHz band is ~ 10 -2 nT 2 so that the power density is of the order of 10 nT • / I-Iz, which is much above the instntment noise level.
The FPE consists of three high efficiency 90 ø spherical section electrostatic analyzers using large secondary emitters and discrete dynode multipliers to detect analyzed particles [Bame et al., 1978] . Two of them, viewing in opposite directions, produce complete two-dimensional (around the XYosM plane) velocity distributions of both protons and electrons every 3-s spacecraft revolution. A third FPE analyzer with a divided emitter measures three-dimensional distributions at a lower rate. According to the procedure of data storing and transmitting, all the two-dimensional data were taken from every fourth revolution, so that the repetition time increases to 12 s. Because three-dimensional data were not generally available, we used moments (ion number density, bulk velocity, and energy density or pressure) of the twodimensional analyzer proton channel whose energy range is between 50 eV and 40 keV to identify the different plasma regimes of the tail region.
DATA
We use data from the time interval between late January and early June in 1978 when the ISEE 2 orbit was in the magnetotail. The ion number density, energy density, and bulk velocity measured by the FPE instrument enable us to distinguish the lobe region from the plasma sheet boundary layer, the plasma mantle, and the solar wind. By definition the lobe of the magnetotail is the region where the magnetic field lines are linked to interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) lines. The plasma pressure is low, and the magnetic field strength is sufficiently high that the plasma/• (ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure) is low compared to its value elsewhere, for example, the plasma sheet or plasma mantle. The lobe intervals were used to create a data set for statistical analysis by first smoothing the field to create a background field Boj(t) and then analyzing perturbations about Boj(t). The background field Boa(t) was obtained by fitting a second-order polynomial to 65 rain of data centered on time t, and the fits were obtained anew for each time step. Note that the quadratic fit of the magnetic field is similar to a high-pass filter, but it does a better job of removing power associated with gradients in the background magnetic field.
The perturbation of the magnetic field b•(t) was calculated by subtracting Boa(t) from the measured field strength B•(t), (t)-(t)-(t) (4)
where j E {z, g, z} corresponds to componems of a locally field-aligned coordinate system. In this system, bx is the Preliminary: As 1 hour averages used in our statistical study may obscure features present on substerm time scales, we selected three long-duration intervals for case studies. The first one includes a relatively quiet time interval with a moderately low AE index followed by a clear start of a large substerm expansion phase. This event enables us to examine the changes associated with a single substerm onset as represented by the AE index. The second one also includes a large substorm expansion phase but has higher AE before the onset of the substorm expansion phase. The last one is a multiple onset substorm with a dramatic change of AE index. This is the case that had the largest wave amplitude found in
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Period 16-64 min our study. Using these cases, we can obtain some insight into the temporal evolution of waves related to substorms. April 1,1978: This event includes both quiet and disturbed AE intervals with 1635 UT being identified as the beginning of a major substorm expansion phase. Figure 12a shows the perturbed magnetic field for three components and the total field and the AE index. The dark bars in the lower portion of the lowest panel indicate time intervals during which the spacecraft encountered nonlobe plasma regions, for example, 2240-2340 UT. During the time covered in the plot the ISEE 2 spacecraft moved outbound from 18.5 to 21.1 RE, while the distance from the model neutral sheet [Dandouras, 1988] varied between 6 and 7 RE; the magnetic local time was around midnight. The dipole was tilted toward the Sun which meant the neutral sheet was convex roughly northward (+Zasu). The AE index stayed below ,-.,70 nT for almost 3 hours and increased in steps to ,,.,160 nT from 1440 to 1635 UT at which time it suddenly went up to ,,.,580 nT. Figures 12a and 12b) . the frequency weighted ULF wave power over a larger range of frequencies than the 1-5 mHz used elsewhere in this paper. We assume that the ion cyclotron frequency sets an upper limit to the frequency of ULF waves relevant to large scale dynamics. To estimate the frequency-weighted power over all frequencies up to the desired maximum, we use the fact that power spectral.•density of all three components falls off faster than f-2. We extrapolate that the spectra to higher frequencies using the f-2 form and find that the frequency-weighted power of ULF waves for the frequency band from 1 to 300 mHz (which is the ion gyrofrequency at B=20 nT) is no more than 3.5 times larger than the frequency-weighted power for the band from 1 to 5 mHz. This provides a probable upper limit (most likely a significant overestimate) of frequency-weighted 2. The probability of the median frequency-weighted power of ULF waves over the frequency band from 1 to 5 rnHz is 50% (5%) of observing frequency-weighted power in excess of 10 • nT (10 -3 nT•.Hz). The frequency-weighted power over the frequency band from 1 to 300 rnHz (which is the ion gyrofrequency at B=20 nT) is no more than 3.5 times larger than the frequency weighted power for the band from 1 to 5 mHz if it is assumed that the power falls off like f-2, and it seems likely that this factor substantially overestimates the contribution of higher-frequency waves.
3. The correlation coefficients between the 1 hour average wave amplitudes in the 1-5 mHz band and the average AE index are ~0.55 for compressional perturbations and 0.35 for transverse perturbations. These correlations are weak indeed but may be significant. We are unable to use the statistical results to infer causal links between wave power and substorm activity. In particular, we can reach no firm conclusion on the question of whether ULF wave power in the lobes during substorm growth phases can provide the source for heating the plasma sheet as required by the TCM.
4. Case studies demonstrate the difficulty of distinguishing cause and effect between wave power and AE.
5. In a number of event studies, relatively narrow-banded power at ~0.48 mHz was present. The possibility that this frequency relates to an eigenmode of the magnetotail requires further investigation.
